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Section 1

ATRN, ATRD, ATRH Refrigerated Dryer User Manual 1: Safety
Safety

1.1 Introduction
To ensure maximum performance and safe operation of a
Sullair refrigerated dryer covered by this manual, everyone 
involved with the dryer’s installation, operation, and main-
tenance must read and carefully follow the instructions in
this manual.

1.2 Safety signal words
This manual uses callouts with signal words to advise 
users of safety precautions and/or standard practices. 
The safety signal words used in this manual and their 
meanings are:

• DANGER: Indicates an imminently hazardous 
situation which, if not avoided, will result in 
death or serious injury.

• WARNING: Indicates a potentially hazardous 
situation which, if not avoided, could result in 
death or serious injury.

• CAUTION: Indicates a potentially hazardous 
situation which, if not avoided, may result in 
minor or moderate injury.

• NOTICE: Indicates practices not related to per-
sonal injury.

1.3 General safety procedures

A. Improper installation, operation, or maintenance may 
contribute to conditions in the work area or facility 
that could result in personal injury and product or 

property damage. Check that all equipment is prop-
erly selected and sized for the intended use. 

B. Consult and comply with national and local codes 
relating to fire or explosion and all other appropriate 
codes when determining the location and operation 
of this equipment.

C. Safe and efficient operation of the unit depends on 
proper installation.

D. Authorities with jurisdiction should be consulted 
before installing to verify local codes and installation 
procedures. In the absence of such codes, install unit 
according to the National Electric Code, NFPA No. 
70-latest edition.

E. A qualified installation and service agent must com-
plete installation and service of this equipment.

F. Do not weld on / to pressure vessel or modify it in 
any way.

G. Do not remove, modify, or adjust protective or safety 
devices.

H. Lock out power supply and depressurize system 
before performing maintenance or service work.

I. Do not operate the equipment with the control panel 
door open.

1.4 Refrigerant safety precautions

1.4.1 Inhalation, skin, and eye irritant
A. Use proper safety and protective equipment, includ-

ing chemical safety goggles or face shield and imper-
vious gloves when handling refrigerants.

B. Exercise care to ensure that liquid refrigerant does 
not come in contact with your skin or eyes.

 CAUTION

Misuse/modification hazard

Misuse or modification of this 
equipment may result in personal 
injury.

Do not misuse or modify this 
equipment under any conditions.

 NOTICE

For optimum performance, use only Sullair 
replacement parts.
02250232-626 R00
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1: Safety ATRN, ATRD, ATRH Refrigerated Dryer User Manual
C. Do not smoke near the dryer or refrigerant.

D. Ventilation in work area must be adequate to keep 
the concentration of refrigerant below 1,000 ppm.

E. System must be free of all refrigerant before any 
welding or brazing can be performed and must be 
done in a well-ventilated area.

F. Decomposition of refrigerants is hazardous! This 
material can be decomposed by high temperatures 
caused by an open flame. Hydrofluoric acid and pos-
sibly carbonyl fluoride can form in a liquid or gaseous 
state. Avoid exposure to these toxic fumes and irritat-
ing materials.

G. Leave the work area immediately if you experience 
any of the following: smell something unusual, feel 
light-headed, experience shortness of breath, feel a 
tingling sensation in your fingers or toes, suddenly 
feel warm or a rapid heartbeat.

1.4.2 Refrigerant first aid 
recommendations

1.4.2.1 Inhalation
If high concentrations are inhaled, immediately remove 
individual from affected area to an area with a fresh air 
supply. Keep individual calm. If not breathing, give artifi-
cial respiration or if having difficulty breathing, give oxy-
gen and call for emergency services.

1.4.2.2 Skin contact
In case of contact with the skin, immediately flush skin 
with clean water for at least 15 minutes. Treat for frostbite 
if necessary by gently warming affected areas and call for 
emergency services. Remove any contaminated clothing 
or shoes.

1.4.2.3 Eye contact
In case of contact with the eyes, immediately flush eye(s) 
with clean water for at least 15 minutes and call for emer-
gency services.

1.5 Implementation of lockout/tagout
The energy control procedure defines actions necessary 
to lockout a power source of any machine to be repaired, 
serviced or set-up, where unexpected motion, or an 
electrical or other energy source, would cause personal 
injury or equipment damage. The power source on any 
machine shall be locked out by each employee doing the 
work except when motion is necessary during setup, 
adjustment or trouble-shooting.

A. The established procedures for the application of 
energy control shall cover the following elements and 
actions and shall be initiated only by Authorized Per-
sons and done in the following sequence:

1. Review the equipment or machine to be 
locked and tagged out.

2. Alert operator and supervisor of which 
machine is to be worked on, and that power 
and utilities will be turned off.

3. Check to make certain no one is operating 
the machine before turning off the power.

4. Turn off the equipment using normal shut-
down procedure.

5. Disconnect the energy sources:

a. Air and hydraulic lines should be bled, 
drained and cleaned out. There should 
be no pressure in these lines or in the 
reservoir tanks. Lockout or tag lines or 
valves.

b. Any mechanism under tension or pres-
sure, such as springs, should be 
released and locked out or tagged.

c. Block any load or machine part prior to 
working under it.

d. Electrical circuits should be checked with 
calibrated electrical testing equipment 
and stored energy and electrical capaci-
tors should be safely discharged.

6. Lockout and/or Tagout each energy source 
using the proper energy isolating devices and 
tags. Place lockout hasp and padlock or tag at 
the point of power disconnect where lockout is 
required by each person performing work. 
Each person shall be provided with their own 
padlock and have possession of the only key. 
If more than one person is working on a 
machine each person shall affix personal lock 
and tag using a multi-lock device.

7. Tagout devices shall be used only when 
power sources are not capable of being 
locked out by use of padlocks and lockout 
hasp devices. The name of the person affix-
ing tag to power source must be on tag along 
with date tag was placed on power source.

8. Release stored energy and bring the equip-
ment to a “zero mechanical state”. 

9. Verify Isolation: Before work is started, test 
equipment to ensure power is disconnected.

B. General Security
02250232-626 R00
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ATRN, ATRD, ATRH Refrigerated Dryer User Manual 1: Safety
1. The lock shall be removed by the “Autho-
rized” person who put the lock on the 
energy-isolating device. No one other than 
the person/persons placing padlocks and 
lockout hasps on power shall remove pad-
lock and lockout hasps and restore power. 
However, when the authorized person who 
applied the lock is unavailable to remove it 
his/her Supervisor may remove padlock/pad-
locks and lockout hasps and restore power 
only if it is first:

a. verified that no person will be exposed to 
danger.

b. verified that the “Authorized” person who 
applied the device is not in the facility.

c. noted that all reasonable efforts to con-
tact the “Authorized” person have been 
made to inform him or her that the lock-
out or tagout device has been removed. 

d. ensured that the “Authorized” person is 
notified of lock removal before returning 
to work.

2. Tagout System—Tags are warning devices 
affixed at points of power disconnect and are 
not to be removed by anyone other that the 
person placing tag on power lockout. Tags 
shall never be by-passed, ignored, or other-
wise defeated.
02250232-626 R00
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Notes:
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Description

2.1 Introduction
Refrigerated air dryers are designed to remove moisture 
from compressed air by use of mechanical refrigeration
and are used to protect industrial compressed air sys-
tems, machinery, and tools. They are designed to deliver 
the required dew point at specified inlet air temperature, 
inlet air pressure, inlet flow and ambient temperature 
conditions.

The ATRH High Temperature Series dryers are designed 
specifically for use with smaller reciprocating and rotary 
screw air compressors that typically may not incorporate 
an aftercooler.

2.2 System
The ATRN, ATRD, and ATRH refrigerated air dryer prod-
ucts cover the flow ranges listed on the manual front 
cover and provide reliable, constant dew point perfor-
mance in all flow conditions. Through optimization of crit-
ical dryer components—the heat exchanger, separator, 
and condensate removal—the system ensures the high-
est performance at both full- and partial load conditions.

Hot saturated air enters the air-to-air heat exchanger of 
the refrigerated air dryer and is pre-cooled by the outgo-
ing dry air. Pre-cooling saves energy by reducing the 
heat load on the dryer’s compressor. The cool saturated 
air enters the air-to-refrigerant heat exchanger where air 
temperature is lowered to the designed dew point. This 
dramatic temperature drop condenses water and oil.

The mixture of cold air and condensate then flows into 
the two-stage separator filter where liquids and contami-
nants are removed by centrifugal action, directional flow 
change, and velocity reduction. Once bulk liquids have 
been removed, the compressed air goes through a stain-
less steel mist-eliminating filter that coalesces oil aero-
sols and oil vapors within the 50 micron range, and then 
separates and removes them. At this point, the com-
pressed air is dry and virtually oil-free.

Cold, dry air exits through the pre-cooler heat exchanger 
and is reheated by incoming hot air. Reheating restores 
energy and also prevents condensation from forming on 
the outside of air distribution piping. In the refrigeration 

unit, the compressor pumps hot, high-pressure gaseous 
refrigerant to the condenser where it is cooled and lique-
fied by ambient air. From the condenser, liquid refrigerant 
first flows through the receiver, then through a filter/dryer, 
and finally through the expansion valve where pressure 
and temperature are reduced. This reduction in pressure 
causes the liquid refrigerant to boil until it reaches the 
saturation temperature that corresponds to its pressure. 
As the low-pressure refrigerant passes through the evap-
orator, heat flows from the compressed air to the refriger-
ant, causing the boiling to continue until all refrigerant is 
vaporized. Refrigerant gas is returned to the compressor 
and the cycle is repeated. A hot gas by-pass valve is 
used to control temperature in the evaporator.

2.3 Refrigeration circuit
Refrigerant is cycled through a closed loop system com-
monly known as high pressure and low pressure. Refrig-
erant is compressed by the compressor to a gas with 
high temperature and high pressure, which then travels 
to the condenser (air- or water-cooled) to lower the tem-
perature and change the gas into a liquid. Liquid travels 
to the evaporator (refrigerant-to-air part of the heat 
exchanger) and back to the compressor suction side. and 
then the process repeats.

2.3.1 Types of refrigerant used
R-134a refrigerant is used in dryer models rated 
1200 scfm (33.98 m3/min) and below while R-404A is 
used in dryer models rated 1600 scfm (45.31 m3/min) 
and higher.

2.4 Compressed air circuit
The compressed air dryer circuit uses a patented air-to-
air heat exchanger, which acts as a pre-cooler/reheater 
(ATRN & ATRD models rated 50 scfm [1.42 m³/min] and 
up and ATRH models rated 40 scfm [1.13 m³/min] and 
up). Hot, saturated, compressed air first enters the air-to-
air heat exchanger, where it is pre-cooled by outgoing air 
from the air-to-refrigerant heat exchanger. This energy-
saving heat exchanger provides several advantages, 
such as a reduction of the heat load imposed on the 
02250232-626 R00
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refrigerant compressor and condenser, providing more 
energy to the outlet air, and preventing condensation of 
moisture on the outside of the plant distribution air line 
piping. From the air-to-air heat exchanger, air will enter 
into the evaporator further reducing its temperature to a 
desired pressure dew point. As the air is cooled, moisture
will be condensed, then separated and discharged 

through the condensate drain. The cooled air then reen-
ters the air-to-air heat exchanger, in a direction opposite 
to the flow of the warm, saturated incoming air. This 
counter flow action assures high temperature differential 
throughout the heat exchanger, resulting in a more effec-
tive heat transfer.
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Figure 2-1: Typical schematic flow diagram

1. Air in 5. Air to refrigerant 9. Drain

2. Air out 6. Refrigerant out 10. Condenser

3. Pre-cooler re-heater 7. Refrigerant in 11. Compressor

4. Separator 8. Expansion valve
02250232-626 R00
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Installation

3.1 Inspecting the dryer on delivery
All refrigerated air dryers are tested and operated before 
shipment. However, shipping vibration may cause dam-
age, e.g. the loosening of certain parts. To ensure 
smooth installation, it is recommended that immediately 
upon receipt of the unit you check for the following:

• Inspect unit on delivery:

• Compare unit received with description of 
product ordered. Check the serial plate 
label and make sure that it is the same
model that was ordered. Note the equip-
ment capacity and power supply require-
ments and ensure that they are in 
accordance with your specifications. The 
rated conditions of the dryer are indicated 
on the serial plate label. If there is any dis-
crepancy, contact your local representative.

• Shipping vibrations and stresses can 
loosen connections. All pipe and tubing 
connections should be inspected to ensure 
they are tightened and secured.

• Observe pressure of refrigerant suctions 
gauge to determine if refrigerant has 
leaked during transit. If the gauge reading 
does not match that mentioned on the 
serial plate label, immediately contact your 
local representative.

• If you find any problems:

• Report any damage to the delivery carrier.

• Request a written inspection report from 
the Claims Inspector to substantiate the 
claim.

• File claims with the delivery carrier.

• Report incomplete shipments to the deliv-
ery carrier and your local representative.

3.2 Lifting Information

• Use all lifting points provided. Special care 
must be used when lifting the dryer to prevent 
tipover.

• Use clevis connectors, not hooks, on lifting 
slings.

• Only lift unit under support frame/base by using 
the fork lift openings provided. Do not lift by pip-
ing.

• Check the approximate weight provided in Sec-
tion A: Specifications to ensure adequate lift 
truck capacity.

• Allow only qualified operators to lift the equip-
ment.

• Refer to all applicable regulations and local 
codes when using cranes, forklifts, and other 
lifting equipment.

 WARNING

Lifting hazard

Failure to lift the unit correctly can 
result in severe personal injury or 
property damage.

• Use appropriate lifting equipment and adopt 
all safety precautions needed for moving and 
handling the equipment.

• A hand cart, forklift or crane is recommended 
for unloading and installation.

• Lift unit by lifting lugs and frame only. Do not 
lift by piping.
02250232-626 R00
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3.3 Installation codes and 
procedures

• Safe and efficient operation of the unit depends
on proper installation.

• Authorities with jurisdiction should be consulted 
before installing to verify local codes and instal-
lation procedures. In the absence of such 

codes, install unit according to the National 
Electric Code and NFPA No. 70-latest edition.

• A qualified installation and service agent
versed in all regulatory codes must complete
installation of this unit.

3.4 Locating and installing the dryer

1. Locate unit on a level foundation. Dryer 
should be mounted on a suitably structured 
flat and level floor or base that is free from 
vibration.

 WARNING

Electrical shock hazard

This machine is connected to high-
voltage power, which can cause 
severe electrical shock and injury.

• Follow proper lock out/tag out procedures 
before performing service or maintenance 
work.

• Electrical installation must be performed by a 
qualified electrician and comply with all appli-
cable national and local codes.

 CAUTION

Inappropriate tools hazard

Using inappropriate tools for instal-
lation or maintenance work can 
lead to personal injury or property 
damage.

Appropriate tools must be used for all installation 
and maintenance work.

Figure 3-1: Example installation

1. Air compressor 4. Bypass piping 7. Dry air receiver

2. Wet air receiver 5. AT refrigerated air dryer 8. Flow controller

3. Pre-filter 6. After filter 9. Drain
02250232-626 R00
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ATRN, ATRD, ATRH Refrigerated Dryer User Manual 3: Installation
2. Install unit to provide adequate clearance for 
maintenance services. Dryer and accompa-
nying filters should be installed with at least 
3 feet (1 meters) clearance from the adjoin-
ing walls to provide easy access for routine 
maintenance and adequate air flow across 
the condensing coil.

3. The frame or cabinet must be securely 
bolted to the foundation to prevent move-
ment resulting from earth tremors and 
induced piping vibration.

4. Install unit using the correct pipe size and pres-
sure rating. See drawing package provided 
with the unit. Connect the inlet of the dryer to 
the moist gas from the inlet filter. Install the inlet 
piping and the inlet shutoff valve. Install the 
outlet piping and the outlet shutoff valve (a 
union with a valve by-pass can be installed at 
the inlet and outlet valves to accommodate iso-
lation of the dryer for maintenance). Com-
pressed air piping has to be at least the same 
size as that of the inlet and outlet connections 
of the dryer. Larger pipe sizes can be used with 
appropriately rated reducers.

5. Optional system configuration: Install a by-
pass with 1 air by-pass valve and 2 isolation 
valves to allow isolation of the dryer for ser-
vice and maintenance without interrupting 
the compressed air flow.

6. Minimum recommended filtration: Install a 
Sullair inline compressed air particulate pre-
filter before the dryer to protect it against dirt 
and possible clogging of the heat exchanger.

7. Additional recommended filtration: Install a 
Sullair inline compressed air coalescing 
after-filter after the dryer.

8. Provide adequate power supply. See Section 
A: Specifications. Special care must be taken 
in connecting the proper voltage as indicated 
on the specification sheet and wiring sche-
matic. Three phase units are equipped with a 
phase monitor, which will prevent unit from 
operating when wired in reverse. It is manda-
tory that the dryer be grounded. Use of your 
plant’s frame as a ground may cause prob-
lems with the controls. A fused disconnect is 
not supplied with this equipment; therefore, 
one must be supplied by customer. All elec-
trical fuses, breakers, etc. should be sized by 
a qualified electrician and comply with all 
applicable national and local codes. Our 
company is not liable for any code violations, 
component damage, downtime or conse-
quential damage related to customer sup-
plied electrical components and connections.

9. The ambient temperature should be between 
40 and 100°F (4 to 38°C). Low temperature 
could affect the dryer process and result in 
high outlet dew point. In conditions where 
the ambient drops below freezing, it is rec-
ommended that a heat trace be used for the 
equipment. This will ensure trouble-free 
operation during the winter months (the dew 
point of the outlet air will be consistent).

• In some cases, a high-side pressure con-
trol valve may be needed. (Optional)

10. Do not place the system in service until the 
above steps have been completed and that 
all ratings and specifications have been veri-
fied to match the requirements in the drawing 
package supplied with the unit.

11. If there are any changes in the operating 
conditions of the system from those pub-
lished in this manual, contact your local rep-
resentative.

3.4.1 Air-cooled condenser requirements
Cooling air must be drawn from a clean source to reduce 
dust and dirt accumulation on the condenser coils. Air 
temperature should not exceed 100°F (38°C).

 WARNING

Pressure and temperature hazards

Operation at elevated pressure or 
temperature may cause damage to 
the dryer or serious injury to per-
sonnel.

Each dryer is checked at the factory for proper 
operation at the conditions noted on the serial 
plate label. Do not operate the dryer under con-
ditions other than those noted on the serial plate.
02250232-626 R00
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3.5 Preliminary start-up checklist

1. Check that the inlet and outlet connections 
are the correct size and pressure rating, and 
tightened securely.

2. Check that the correct power supply is con-
nected to the non-cycling refrigerated air 
dryer system with an adequate disconnect 
switch.

3. Check that all compressed air line service 
valves are open and that compressed air is 
available to be supplied to the non-cycling 
refrigerated air dryer system.

4. Check that all liquid drain service valves are 
open. This is to ensure that any residual bulk 
condensate that may have accumulated in 
the compressed air lines is discharged 
immediately upon start up. These drains 
must be closed once system is brought on 
line for use. The drain valve on the refriger-
ated air dryer can be opened by pushing the 
test button located on the drain body.

5. With the customer-supplied compressed air 
to the system, OPEN the inlet valve slowly to 
gradually pressurize the system. Do not 
open valve too quickly. Opening valve and 
suddenly pressurizing the system can cause 
damage to the dryer heat exchanger and 
other components.

6. Check the air system piping connections and 
dryer system connections for leaks at this 
time. Repair and retest any leaks.

Table 3-1: Air-cooled cooling air flow—ATRN & 
ATRD

Model by scfm 
rating†

Refrigeration Cooling air flow

hp kW cfm m3/min

25 .20 .15 275 7.79

40, 50 .25 .19 300 8.50

60, 75 .33 .25 300 8.50

100 .50 .37 350 9.91

125, 150 .75 .56 525 14.87

200 1.25 .93 750 21.24

250, 300 1.5 1.1 1,250 35.40

400 2 1.5 3,000 84.95

500, 600 3.5 2.6 3,000 84.95

800, 1000 5 3.7 5,000 141.58

1,200 6 4.5 5,000 141.58

1,600 7 5.2 6,000 169.90

2,000 10 7.5 6,000 169.90
†1000 to 2000 scfm models use R-404A refrigerant.

Table 3-2: Air-cooled cooling air flow—ATRH

Model by scfm 
rating

Refrigeration Cooling air flow

hp kW cfm m3/min

20 .33 .25 300 8.50

35 .50 .37 350 9.91

50 .75 .56 525 14.87

75 1.25 .93 750 21.24

100, 125 1.50 1.1 1250 35.40

 NOTICE

• For single-phase models, wait at least six (6) 
hours after transporting or moving of dryer sys-
tem before starting the dryers. Turn the main 
power switch to the dryer on, but do not turn 
the dryer on/off switch to the on position until 
six (6) hours have passed.

• For three-phase models, ensure that the power 
switch is in the “off” position, but the electrical 
service to the dryer is energized. This dryer 
must be in this mode for at least twelve (12) 
hours to allow the compressor crankcase 
heater to energize and evaporate any liquid 
refrigerant from the compressor. After 
twelve (12) hours, turn on the power switch of 
the dryer. The power indicating light should 
turn on.
02250232-626 R00
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7. Verify that all instrumentation (pressure 
gauge/s) and drain air tubing fittings are tight.

8. Ensure that the air system has come up to 
full pressure and has filled the dryer with 
compressed air. Before opening the outlet 
valve on the system and after the dryer has 
been started under no load, let the dryer run 
for at least fifteen (15) minutes to allow stabi-
lization of the system. Verify the following:

1. The dryer is designed to run continually 
and should not be cycling on and off with 
the air compressor. The non-cycling 
operation of the dryer is controlled by an 
automatic expansion valve or a thermo-
static expansion valve / hot gas by-pass 
valve. The valves will open and close 
automatically depending on the of heat 
load to the evaporator, thus maintaining 
the desired pressure dew point.

2. Check the inlet compressed air tempera-
ture and pressure to the dryer and verify 
that it meets the specified requirements.

3. Fan rotation, for dryers with an air-
cooled condenser, rotation should be in 
accordance with the fan rotation shown 
on the details located on top and back of 
the condenser. Cooling air is drawn 
through the condenser coils. Three 
phase units are equipped with three 
phase monitors, which will prevent the 
fan(s) and compressor from running 
backwards.

4. The refrigeration gauge readings should 
be as follows:

• Refrigerant suction pressure

• R-134a = 28 – 40 psig (1.9 – 
2.8 barg)

• R-404A = 75 – 90 psig (5.2 – 
6.2 barg)

• Refrigerant discharge pressure

• R-134a = 160 – 250 psig (11.0 – 
17.2 barg)

• R-404A = 290 – 400 psig (20.0 – 
27.6 barg)

9. After the preliminary start up checklist has 
been completed, the compressed air outlet 
valve on the dryer system can now be slowly 
opened to supply clean dry compressed air 
to the facility.

10. Close bypass valve (if installed).

3.6 Automatic drain valve 
adjustments

The automatic drain valve supplied is standard on the 
separator and should open regularly and discharge any 
accumulated water into the drain line. The period 
between openings varies with the dryer and operating 
conditions (electronic type). To minimize air losses, the 
timer should be adjusted to open the drain solenoid just 
long enough to discharge the accumulated condensate. 
The factory sets the automatic drains to open for seven 
(7) seconds about every seven (7) minutes. If more than 
two (2) seconds of dry air comes out at the end of every 
discharge cycle, reduce the open time (seconds) or 
increase the interval of the discharge (minutes) to mini-
mize air loss. If liquid is still being discharged when the 
discharge cycle stops, increase the open time (seconds) 
or shorten the interval of discharges (minutes) so it dis-
charges more often.

 NOTICE

The above discharge pressures depend upon 
ambient temperature and can vary slightly 
according to temperature fluctuations.

 NOTICE

Models with the hot gas by-pass valves and 
expansion valves are preset at the factory for the 
desired dew point. Do not adjust without consult-
ing with the factory.†

The dryers are fully automatic and do not require 
any auxiliary controls.

†Adjustments not authorized by the factory may 
void the warranty.
02250232-626 R00
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Section 4

ATRN, ATRD, ATRH Refrigerated Dryer User Manual 4: Operation
Operation

4.1 Operating procedures
After the initial startup, the dryer operation is completely 
automatic. To understand the details of the operation, see 
Figure 2-1: Typical schematic flow diagram on page 6.

4.2 Short-term shutdown (overnight 
or weekends)

The refrigerated air dryer system can be shut down at 
any time by turning the unit off at the dryer by using the 
on/off switch.

4.3 Shutdown emergency
The refrigerated air dryer system can be shut down under 
any conditions and at any time by turning the unit off at 

the dryer on/off switch or at the main disconnect. Once 
power is removed from the dryer system, the dryer must 
be isolated from the compressed air stream to avoid a 
refrigeration circuit over pressure situation.

 NOTICE

Before running compressed air flow through the 
dryer, run the dryer for 15 minutes to stabilize 
temperature.

 WARNING

Pressure hazard

This machine contains contents 
under high pressure, which can 
cause severe injury.

• To avoid possible hazard or injury, the opera-
tor should be fully familiar with the refriger-
ated air dryer system and its operation.

• When the system is shutdown and power 
removed, lock out power supply and depres-
surize system before performing mainte-
nance or service work to avoid injury to 
personnel or property damage.
02250232-626 R00
Subject to EAR, ECCN EAR99 and related export control restrictions. 13
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ATRN, ATRD, ATRH Refrigerated Dryer User Manual 5: Controllers
Controllers

5.1 Electronic Unit Controller (EUC) 

(200 scfm and up only)

The Electronic Unit Controller (EUC) is located inside the 
dryer cabinet. It shows both basic operating information 
and the codes for any alarms that have been tripped.

5.2 Digital touchscreen controller 
(ATRD only)

5.2.1 Home screen

The digital controller home screen allows the user to acti-
vate and deactivate both the system and ECO mode. It 
also allows the user to navigate to other screens that dis-
play operating times and alarms.

The available button options are:

• ACTIVATE SYSTEM / DEACTIVATE SYSTEM
button. Starts/stops the compressor and acti-
vates/deactivates the program control.

• HOURS OF OPERATION button. Navigates to 
the HOURS OF OPERATION screen.

• HOURS OF SAVINGS button. Navigates to the 
SAVINGS TIME screen.

• COMPRESSOR HOURS button. Navigates to 
the REFRIGE COMPRESSOR HOURS
screen.

• ECO MODE INACTIVE / ECO MODE ACTIVE
button. Activates/deactivates the ECO mode 
savings control.

Table 5-1: EUC alarm codes

Code Description

PoF Keypad locked

Pon Keypad unlocked

P1 Suction probe failure

P2 Condenser probe failure

P3 DLT probe failure

HA High condenser temperature alarm

dlt DLT temperature alarm

dll DLT lock alarm

HP High-pressure trip alarm

HPL High-pressure trip lockout alarm

CPA Copeland Performance Alert not connected properly

EE Electronic Unit Controller failure

CH Compressor working hour counter alarm

FH Fan working hour counter alarm

Hdl
Maximum alarm count has been reached—alarm 
counters need to be reset

Figure 5-1: Electronic Unit Controller (EUC)

Figure 5-2: Home screen
02250232-626 R00
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• ALARM LOG button. Navigates to the ALARM 
HISTORY screen (all current and previous 
alarms).

• ACTIVE ALARM LIST button. Navigates to the 
ACTIVE ALARM LIST screen (all current 
alarms only).

5.2.2 HOURS OF OPERATION screen

The HOURS OF OPERATION screen shows the total 
operational time of the dryer. Total operational time of the 
dryer is defined as the time the dryer is in the ON (active) 
state (controlled by the ACTIVATE SYSTEM / DEACTI-
VATE SYSTEM button).

5.2.3 SAVINGS TIME screen

The SAVINGS TIME screen shows the total ECO savings 
time for the dryer. Total ECO savings time is determined 
by the controller’s ECO mode logic when ECO mode is 
active (controlled by the ECO MODE INACTIVE / ECO 
MODE ACTIVE button).

• After the refrigeration compressor runs for 3 
minutes, if flow is not present for 15 minutes, 
the refrigeration compressor will turn off. After 3 
minutes, it will look for flow to return to the 
dryer. When flow is detected, the refrigeration 
compressor will turn on and the cycle will start 
over.

• The time that the refrigeration compressor is 
not running is counted as ECO savings time.

Figure 5-3: HOURS OF OPERATION screen

1. Home button. Navigates to the home screen.

Figure 5-4: SAVINGS TIME screen

1. Home button. Navigates to the home screen.
02250232-626 R00
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5.2.4 REFRIGE COMPRESSOR HOURS 
screen

The REFRIGE COMPRESSOR HOURS screen shows 
the total compressor time of the dryer. The total compres-
sor time of the is defined as the time the dryer’s refrigera-
tion compressor is running.

5.2.5 ALARM HISTORY screen

The ALARM HISTORY screen allows the user to access 
the log of all alarms, active and historical, including a 
date and time stamp of when the alarm was tripped.

• Because this tool helps technicians determine 
any problems with the dryer and possible 
courses of corrective action, Sullair recom-
mends not clearing the alarm history.

Figure 5-5: REFRIGE COMPRESSOR HOURS screen

1. Home button. Navigates to the home screen.

Figure 5-6: ALARM HISTORY screen

1. Home button. Navigates to the home screen.
02250232-626 R00
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5.2.6 ACTIVE ALARM LIST screen

The ACTIVE ALARM LIST screen shows any active 
alarms, including a date and time stamp of then the alarm 
was tripped.

Figure 5-7: ACTIVE ALARM LIST screen

1. Home button. Navigates to the home screen.
02250232-626 R00
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ATRN, ATRD, ATRH Refrigerated Dryer User Manual 6: Maintenance
Maintenance

6.1 Introduction
Contact your local representative for technical support.

6.2 Maintenance
Refrigerated air dryers require very little maintenance for 
satisfactory operation. Optimum performance can be 
expected if the following routine maintenance steps are 
taken.

6.2.1 Daily
With the dryer on-line:

• Verify the operating pressure, temperature, and 
flow rate are correct and conform to those 
listed in Section A: Specifications. Adjust sys-
tem if required.

• Always check refrigerant gauges to insure 
refrigeration system is working properly.

• Check condensate drain separator for proper 
condensate discharge. If no discharge is evi-
dent then depressurize the unit, dismantle and 
clean separator and/or drain line. Proper drain 
trap maintenance is the owner’s responsibility. 
It is not covered by warranty.

• Make certain airflow is directed through dryer 
only.By-pass valves are closed during normal 
operation.

6.2.2 Weekly
• Repeat all daily inspections and record data in 

the maintenance log.

• Clean the condenser coils of accumulated dust 
and dirt with a soft brush and/or with air pres-

 WARNING

Electrical shock hazard

This machine is connected to high-
voltage power, which can cause 
severe electrical shock and injury.

• Follow proper lock out/tag out procedures 
before performing service or maintenance 
work.

• Prior to performing any maintenance on the 
dryer, all personnel are strongly advised to 
familiarize themselves with the equipment by 
reading the entire contents of this operation 
manual.

• Follow all safety procedures prior to perform-
ing any maintenance activity on the dryer.

 WARNING

Pressure hazard

This machine contains contents 
under high pressure, which can 
cause severe injury.

• To avoid possible hazard or injury, the opera-
tor should be fully familiar with the refriger-
ated air dryer system and its operation.

• When the system is shutdown and power 
removed, lock out power supply and depres-
surize system before performing mainte-
nance or service work to avoid injury to 
personnel or property damage.

 CAUTION

Inappropriate tools hazard

Using inappropriate tools for instal-
lation or maintenance work can 
lead to personal injury or property 
damage.

Appropriate tools must be used for all installation 
and maintenance work.
02250232-626 R00
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sure from a compressed air nozzle (maximum 
100 psig [6.9 barg]).

• Check the gauge readings for optimum system 
operation.

• Check oil removal filter (coalescer) indicator (if 
applicable); if it is red, replace the filter.
02250232-626 R00
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Troubleshooting

7.1 Introduction
If there is a problem with the refrigerated air dryer or con-
tamination down stream is present, the problem may be 
identified from one or more of the following sources:

• Electrical

• Refrigeration

• Condensate removal (drains)

• Other

Do not assume that these are the only problems that 
may occur. All available data concerning a problem 
should be systematically analyzed before undertaking 
any repairs or component replacement procedures.

 WARNING

Electrical shock hazard

This machine is connected to high-
voltage power, which can cause 
severe electrical shock and injury.

• Follow proper lock out/tag out procedures 
before performing service or maintenance 
work.

• Prior to performing any maintenance on the 
dryer, all personnel are strongly advised to 
familiarize themselves with the equipment by 
reading the entire contents of this operation 
manual.

• Follow all safety procedures prior to perform-
ing any maintenance activity on the dryer.

 WARNING

Pressure hazard

This machine contains contents 
under high pressure, which can 
cause severe injury.

• To avoid possible hazard or injury, the opera-
tor should be fully familiar with the refriger-
ated air dryer system and its operation.

• When the system is shutdown and power 
removed, lock out power supply and depres-
surize system before performing mainte-
nance or service work to avoid injury to 
personnel or property damage.

 CAUTION

Inappropriate tools hazard

Using inappropriate tools for instal-
lation or maintenance work can 
lead to personal injury or property 
damage.

Appropriate tools must be used for all installation 
and maintenance work.
02250232-626 R00
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7.2 Electrical

• Make certain that the dryer is connected to 
proper power supply in accordance with electri-
cal diagram provided.

• Check electrical breaker, fuse, or disconnect to 
determine if there is electrical power to the unit.

• A quick check should determine if the power 
switch is turned on and the unit is running.

• After determining that power is supplied to the 
unit, go to the next step.

7.3 Refrigeration

ATRN & ATRD refrigerated air dryers with R-134a refrig-
erant should have a suction gauge pressure reading of 
28 – 40 psig (1.9– 2.8 barg) and a discharge gauge pres-
sure reading of 160 – 250 psig (11.0 – 17.2 barg) with the 
unit in the on position under full or partial load.

• For other refrigerants, see Table A-1: Dryer 
specifications—ATRN & ATRD on page 29.

ATRH refrigerated air dryers use R-134a refrigerant and
should have a suction gauge pressure reading of 28 – 
40 psig (1.9– 2.8 barg) with the unit in the on position 
under low or no load.

If the refrigerant gauge(s) reads more or less than the 
above specified pressures, troubleshoot items below.

• High refrigerant readings generally indicate:

• Dirty condenser—Clean immediately!

• Dryer not turned on.

• Overloading—Airflow or conditions in 
excess of dryer capacity.

• High ambient temperature (≥100°F 
[38°C])—Provide adequate ventilation for 
proper cooling or reduce ambient tempera-
ture and verify dryer sizing.

• Condenser fan(s) not running—Call your 
local representative.

• Refrigerant control too high

• ATRN & ATRD models—Contact your 
local representative for assistance.

• ATRH models—Adjust hot gas bypass 
valve (or constant expansion valve) to 

 WARNING

Electrical shock hazard

This machine is connected to high-
voltage power, which can cause 
severe electrical shock and injury.

• Follow proper lock out/tag out procedures 
before performing service or maintenance 
work.

• Electrical installation must be performed by a 
qualified electrician and comply with all appli-
cable national and local codes.

 WARNING

Electrical shock hazard

This machine is connected to high-
voltage power, which can cause 
severe electrical shock and injury.

Follow proper lock out/tag out procedures before 
performing service or maintenance work.

 WARNING

Chemical hazard

Improper handling of refrigerant 
can cause severe injury.

Refrigerant handling must be performed by a 
qualified technician and all applicable national 
and local codes must be followed.

 NOTICE

Always observe refrigerant pressure gauge(s) to 
determine if and how refrigeration circuit is oper-
ating.
02250232-626 R00
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lower refrigerant pressure to required 
settings.

• Low refrigerant readings generally indicate:

• Low ambient temperature

• ATRN & ATRD models—Tempera-
tures below 40°F (4.4°C). Increase 
ambient temperatures or install head 
pressure control valve. Contact your 
local representative for more informa-
tion.

• ATRH models—Provide ambient tem-
peratures above 15°F (-9.4°C),

• Refrigerant control setting too low

• ATRN & ATRD models—Contact your 
local representative for assistance.

• ATRH models—Adjust hot gas bypass 
valve (or constant expansion valve) to 
lower refrigerant pressure to required 
settings.

• Loss of refrigerant—Call your local repre-
sentative or qualified refrigeration service.

7.4 Condensate removal

The refrigerated air dryer uses a refrigeration circuit to 
cool the compressed air which causes moisture to con-
dense. The condensed moisture is separated from the 
dry air and purged through an automatic drain.

Condensate downstream of dryer:

• If the unit is equipped with automatic drain 
override switch, push manual override button to 
test drain operation.

• Ensure automatic electronic timer (if applica-
ble) is functioning properly.

• Ensure moisture separator (and coalescer) 
drain lines are free from blockage.

• If the unit is equipped with y-strainer, disassem-
ble and clean.

• Inspect that the compressor aftercooler is clean 
and the condensate drain is operating correctly.

7.5 Other
Sometimes a water or oil problem downstream from the 
dryer can be identified by an inadvertent action or inac-
tion by the operator.

• Dryer not turned on before air usage.

• By-pass valves open.

• Air usage exceeding dryer capacity.

• Oil coalescer element is saturated (if applica-
ble).

• Automatic drains not maintained.

• Improper operation or maintenance of the oil/
air separation system on the air compressor.

 WARNING

Electrical shock hazard

This machine is connected to high-
voltage power, which can cause 
severe electrical shock and injury.

Follow proper lock out/tag out procedures before 
performing service or maintenance work.

 WARNING

Pressure hazard

This machine contains contents 
under high pressure, which can 
cause severe injury.

• To avoid possible hazard or injury, the opera-
tor should be fully familiar with the refriger-
ated air dryer system and its operation.

• When the system is shutdown and power 
removed, lock out power supply and depres-
surize system before performing mainte-
nance or service work to avoid injury to 
personnel or property damage.
02250232-626 R00
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Problem Probable cause Remedy

Water downstream and dryer 
system not working properly 
or not working

Refrigeration compressor stopped due to 
plugged or dirty condenser coil (high pres-
sure)

Clean condensing coil and e

Refrigeration compressor cycles on/off and 
cannot maintain suction pressure

Check condensing coil for dir
quate ventilation of the refrig
refrigerant pressure gauge(s
refrigerant.

Low refrigerant
Check for leak in refrigeration
according to specifications

Low refrigerant, possible leak in air-to-refriger-
ant side of heat exchanger

Repair or replace heat excha
specifications

Refrigeration compressor is overheated
Turn off dryer and wait 20 – 4
ant control settings may need
representative.

Refrigeration compressor has burned out or 
windings have gone to ground

Replace compressor; check 
repair and recharge accordin
local representative.

Refrigeration compressor cycles on/off and 
cannot maintain suction pressure, dryer 
undersized

Check airflow and dryer capa
or replace with a larger rated

Shorted fan motor winding
Check fan motor with ohmme
tions for correct value. Check
proper wiring of fan motor. R

Fan motor overload or unit short cycling
Check circuitry against electr
Check for high refrigerant pre
ature.

Defective overload protectors (fuses or break-
ers)

Check overload protectors an

Low voltage or 3-phase imbalance
Check incoming power supp
12% of rating on the serial pl

Defective fan control cycling switch Replace fan control cycling s
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r compressor

djust as required to meet 

st as required to meet specifi-

e adjustment; contact your 
e. Refrigeration circuit may 
 in refrigeration circuit, repair, 
ications.

restrictions. Check piping 
 to handle the rated scfm at 
pressed air system.

aking, replace the timer drain. 
aking, clean the timer drain.

pressor and tighten

yer system and tighten

e fan blade, or replace fan 

 to allow refrigerant to settle 
rankcase heater to warm 

aking, replace the timer drain. 
aking, clean the timer drain.
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Water downstream of dryer 
system or no discharge from 
separator/filter

Failed or short circuited timer on drain Replace timer drain

Failed drain solenoid Replace timer drain

Bulk liquid entering the dryer from upstream Check drains on aftercooler or ai

Inlet compressed air temperature to dryer 
exceeds dryer capacity air

Check inlet air temperature and a
specifications

Inlet compressed air flow rate exceeds dryer 
capacity

Check inlet air flow rate and adju
cations

Leak in the air-to-air heat exchanger Replace heat exchanger

Low air pressure down-
stream or high pressure drop 
across the dryer system

Recommended pre-filter element dirty or 
plugged

Replace filter element

Suction pressure below set point, causing 
freezing in the dryer heat exchanger

NOTICE: To confirm freeze-ups, shut system 
off for 20 minutes and allow to thaw. Air pres-
sure in line should come back to normal pres-
sure.

Refrigeration controls may requir
local representative for assistanc
be low on refrigerant. Locate leak
and recharge according to specif

Incorrect sizing or restriction in compressed 
air line piping

Check compressed air piping for 
size to verify if it has the capacity
present working pressure of com

Low air pressure down-
stream due to continuous air 
flow through the moisture 
drain line

Failed or short circuited timer on drain Replace timer drain

Failed drain solenoid Replace timer drain

Solenoid valve stuck open
If power is off and the air stops le
If power is off and air continues le

Noise or vibration coming 
from refrigeration air dryer 
system

Shipping damage has caused compressor 
mounting to loosen

Check all mounting bolts on com

Cabinet panels or support beams loosened 
during shipping

Check all screws and bolts on dr

Loose mounting bolts, bent fan blade, or worn 
bearings on condenser fan motor

Tighten bolts, straighten or replac
motor

Noise coming from refrigeration compressor 
due to liquid refrigerant in compressor - 
caused by shipping or moving of dryer

Let dryer system sit for six hours
out of compressor and to allow c
compressor

Timer drain stuck open Failed or dirty timer drain
If power is off and the air stops le
If power is off and air continues le

Problem Probable cause Remedy
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il  of dirt or debris from the inside 
densing coil of any items blocking 

oltage and amp draw, repair or 

ound location of refrigeration 
 100°F (38°C) or relocate dryer to 
bient temperature

emperature to ensure it is within 
en in Section A: Specifications. 
oler for proper operation.

 or heat exchanger and recharge 

e at refrigeration dryer location or 
ssure control valve may be 
 Contact your local representative 

frigerant; locate leak in refrigera-
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sor for proper voltage and amp 
ration compressor.
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ryer off. Air may pass through the 
ce the compressed air tempera-
.7°C), the dryer must be turned 
erant pressure situation.

tive for assistance

tive for assistance
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High refrigeration circuit high-
side pressure (compressor is 
overloaded and gauge is 
reading out of recommended 
pressure range)

Refrigeration condenser coil fouled or dirty or 
air flow blocked

Clean/blow off condensing co
out. Clear area in front of con
airflow to coil.

Condenser fan motor not working properly
Check fan motor for proper v
replace fan motor

Defective fan control switch Repair switch or replace

Ambient temperature too high at refrigeration 
dryer location

Cool ambient temperature ar
dryer down to a maximum of
a different area with lower am

Compressed air temperature entering the 
refrigeration dryer is too high

Check compressed air inlet t
the operating parameters list
Check air compressor afterco

Faulty heat exchanger, compressed air leak-
ing into refrigeration circuit

Repair or replace evaporator
with refrigerant

Low refrigeration circuit high-
side pressure (gauge is read-
ing out of recommended 
pressure range)

Ambient temperature too low at refrigeration 
dryer location

Increase ambient temperatur
relocate dryer. High-side pre
required for low ambient use.
for assistance.

Refrigeration dryer circuit low on refrigerant
Refrigeration circuit low on re
tion circuit, repair, and rechar

Refrigeration compressor not working properly 
or faulty

Check refrigeration compres
draw; repair or replace refrige

Compressed air temperature to refrigeration 
dryer too low

The inlet compressed air tem
40°F (4.4°C). If compressed a
(4.4°C), turn refrigerated air d
dryer under this condition, on
ture has increased to 44°F (6
back on to avoid a high refrig

High refrigerant suction pres-
sure, suction gauge reading 
out of range, and water down-
stream of refrigeration dryer

Refrigeration circuit hot gas bypass valve out 
of adjustment or defective

Contact your local representa

Refrigeration expansion valve or TXV adjust-
ment fitting out of adjustment

Contact your local representa

Problem Probable cause Remedy
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 for assistance

 for assistance

ryer or receiver on the refrig-
ng these restrictions.

an or replace

 into the air stream, check air 
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Low refrigerant suction pres-
sure, suction gauge reading 
out of range, and/or refrigera-
tion compressor covered with 
ice

Refrigeration circuit hot gas bypass valve out 
of adjustment or defective

Contact your local representative

Refrigeration expansion valve or TXV adjust-
ment fitting out of adjustment and is not feed-
ing enough refrigerant to evaporator

Contact your local representative

Excessive pressure drop on the high side of 
the refrigeration circuit

Check for a plugged in-line filter d
eration circuit that could be causi

Compressor oil downstream 
of refrigerated air dryer

Check recommended pre-filter condensate 
drain for failure

Dismantle pre-filter drain and cle

Failed or plugged filter element Check filter and replace element

Air compressor injecting excessive oil into the 
air stream

Check air compressor for oil leak
oil separator element for failure

Problem Probable cause Remedy
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ATRN, ATRD, ATRH Refrigerated Dryer User Manual A: Specifications

Appendix A:
 Specifications
A.1 Tables of specifications—ATRN & ATRD
For dimensions, weights, and connections sizes, see the ID drawing of the dryer model.

Table A-1: Dryer specifications—ATRN & ATRD

Specification Standard models

Type of dryer Refrigerated

Power supply 115V, 230V, 460V / single- or three-phase / 60 Hz

Refrigerant type R-134a & R-404A

Chemical composition HFC

Table A-2: Dryer design parameters—ATRN & ATRD

Parameter description Optimum Maximum Minimum

Air pressure 100 psig (6.9 barg) 200 psig (13.8 barg) 40 psig (2.8 barg)

Air pressure drop ≤ 5 psi (.35 bar)

Air inlet temperature 100°F (38°C) 140°F (60°C) 40°F (4°C)

Ambient temperature 100°F (38°C) 120°F (49°C) 35°F (2°C)

Evaporator temperature 35 – 42°F (2 – 6°C) 60°F (16°C) 33°F (1°C)

Suction gauge reading
R-134a models 28 – 40 psig

(1.9 – 2.8 barg) 60 psig (4.1 barg) 28 psig (1.9 barg)

R-404A models
75 – 90 psig

(5.2 – 6.2 barg) 130 psig (9.0 barg) 75 psig (5.2 barg)

Discharge gauge reading
R-134a models 160 – 230 psig

(11.0 – 15.9 barg)
260 psig (17.9 barg) 80 psig (5.5 barg)

R-404A models 290 – 400 psig
(20.0 – 27.6 barg) 410 psig (28.3 barg) 160 psig (11.0 barg)
02250232-626 R00
Subject to EAR, ECCN EAR99 and related export control restrictions. 29
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A.2 Tables of specifications—ATRH
For dimensions, weights, and connections sizes, see the ID drawing of the dryer model

Table A-3: Dryer specifications—ATRH

Specification Standard models

Type of dryer Refrigerated

Power supply 115V, 230V, 460V / single- or three-phase / 60 Hz

Refrigerant type R-134a

Chemical composition HFC

Table A-4: Dryer design parameters—ATRH

Parameter description Optimum Maximum Minimum

Air pressure 175 psig (12.1 barg) 232 psig (16.0 barg) 40 psig (2.8 barg)

Air pressure drop ≤ 5 psi (.35 bar)

Air inlet temperature 180°F (82°C) 200°F (93°C) 40°F (4°C)

Ambient temperature 100°F (38°C) 120°F (49°C) 40°F (4°C)

Evaporator temperature 45 – 50°F (7 – 10°C) 60°F (16°C) 33°F (1°C)

Suction gauge reading 40 – 45 psig
(2.8 – 3.1 barg) 60 psig (4.1 barg) 28 psig (1.9 barg)

Discharge gauge reading
160 – 230 psig

(11.0 – 15.9 barg) 260 psig (17.9 barg) 80 psig (5.5 barg)
02250232-626 R00
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Information and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
Subject to EAR, ECCN EAR99 and related export control restrictions.

Sullair, LLC
3700 East Michigan Boulevard
Michigan City, IN 46360 USA

www.sullair.com
1-800-SULLAIR (USA only)
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